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We study the spectra and localization properties of Euclidean random matrices defined on a random graph.
We introduce a powerful method to find the density of states and the localization threshold in topologically
disorderedsoff-latticed systems. We solve numerically an equationsexact on the random graphd for the prob-
ability distribution function of the diagonal elements of the resolvent matrix, with a population dynamics
algorithm sPDAd. We show that the localization threshold can be estimated by studying the stability of a
population of real resolvents under the PDA. An application is given in the context of the instantaneous normal
modes of a liquid.
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About forty years ago, Anderson1 showed that disorder
can turn a system expected to be a metal from band theory
into an insulator. Thus was born the difficult problem of
Anderson localization.2–5 The physical picture is the follow-
ing. In a pure system, states are described by Bloch
wave functions. Disorder divides the energy band into local-
ized regions swave functions extending over a limited
number of unit cellsd and extended regionsswave functions
are plane-wave-like, involving an extensive number of sitesd.
The energy marking this division is called themobility edge
or localization threshold. If the Fermi level lies in the
localized region, transport is strongly hampered. This
problem has been much studied in electronic systems, where
several numerical techniques combined with finite-size
scaling allow precise determination of the mobility edge.6

Yet, few analytical calculations of a localization threshold
are available.3,7 Given the large variety of systems described
by random matrices,8 Anderson localization is significant
beyond the physics of disordered metals. In this Brief Report
we focus on the calculation of the mobility edge for Euclid-
ean random matrices9 sERMsd, which we illustrate in a
calculation of liquid instantaneous normal modessINMsd.10

The entries of a ERM are deterministic functions of
srandomd particle positions. These systems lack a reference
lattice, so other approximation methods are needed, even
for the calculation of the density of states.11,12 For the
mobility edge, heuristic estimatesssometimes it is identified
with the Ioffe-Regel limit or with the limits of the spectrum
in some kind of effective-medium approximation13d or
tentative numerical evaluations14 shampered by the difficulty
in reaching large system sizesd are used. Our scope is to
estimate analytically the localization threshold for ERMs.
Our approach is infinite dimensional, which is reasonable
for liquids at high temperaturesmany-body correlations
are negligibled. We do not expect to estimate reliably quan-
tities depending on the space dimension, such as critical
exponents. However, above the lower critical dimension
fexpected to be 2sRef. 15dg, the mean field should provide a
reasonable estimate for the critical point, especially in con-

densed systems with many interacting particles, as in our
case. ERMs appear in the study of disorderedd-wave
superconductors,16 disordered magnetic semiconductors17

svery similar to a spin-glass model18d, INMs in liquids,11

vibrations in glasses,12 the gelation transition in polymers,19

and vibrations in DNA.20 Also, theoretical studies have been
carried out.21

Consider a translationally invariant system with potential
energyHfxWg=oi, jvsxW i −xW jd fwherevsxWd is the pair potentialg.
When dealing with high frequencies,10 it is enough
to consider harmonic vibrations around the oscillation
centers xWc. We thus face the Hessian matrixMim,jnfxWcg
;−vmnsxW i

c−xW j
cd+di jok=1

N vmnsxW i
c−xWk

cd, wherevmnsxWd is the sec-
ond derivative matrix ofvsxWd. Translational invariancesmo-
mentum conservationd implies that the sum of all elements
in a row is zero. Once the probability density function
sPDFd of the oscillation centers,PfxWcg, is specified; the
study of the spectral properties of the Hessian is a problem
in ERM theory.9 In the context of supercooled liquids,
three types ofPfxWcg are usually considered: equilibrium
configurationssINMsd,10 minima sinherent structuresd, or
stationary points of the potential energy.22 Here we restrict
attention to localization properties of eigenvectors in
the INM case with an emphasis on negative eigenvalues.
The temperature evolution of this part of the spectrum
is closely related to the dynamic slowing down close to the
glass transition.10,14

We need to consider the resolvent matrix2 Rim,jnszd
=sz−Mdim,jn

−1 sz is complexd. To study eigenvalues clustered
aroundl, we will setz=l+ i« for small«. Our goal is to find
an equation for the PDF of the diagonal term of the resolvent
matrix PfRii uzg, focusing on its imaginary partfboldface
symbols represent 333 matrices corresponding to particle
displacements in three dimensionss3Ddg. Consider the rep-
resentation ofRiiszd in terms of the eigenvectorsual of the
matrix M:
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Im Rjjsl + i«d = Im o
a

zk j ualz2

l + i« − la

. s1d

The probability distributionPfRii uzg will be rather peculiar
in the localized region. The amplitude of eigenvectorsual
with ula−lu&« will be large for the main particle of the
eigenmode, and will decrease exponentially with increasing
distance. Letnsld be the typical number of particles for
which the amplitude of an eigenmode is sizable. The prob-
ability that particlej significantly participates in an eigenvec-
tor of energylaP sl−« ,l+«d is of order«gsldnsld fgsld is
the density of statesg. In this case ImRjj is of order
1/f«nsldg, while it is of order « with probability
1−«gsldnsld. Thus, the mean value of ImRjj is finite for
small « and proportional togsld, but its variance is
s2sl ;«d.gsld / f«nsldg and diverges when«→0. A more
refined analysis3 shows that in the limite→0 the PDF
for Im Rjj decays assIm Rjjd−b, bø1.5, while at small but
nonzeroe there is a cutoff that makes it strictly zero for
Im Rjj .1/«. On the other hand, in the extended region all
the zk j ualz2 areOs1/Nd and one can replace the sum with an
integral. It follows that the typical value of ImRjj is of order
1 when«=0+.

To get an equation forPfRii uzg we have generalized the
Cizeau-Bouchaud recursion relation7 to the case of 3D trans-
lationally invariant systems. This equation relatesRiiszd in a
system withN particles to thefull resolvent of a system
where particlei is not present anymore, but the positions of
all other N−1 particles are as in the original system. The
equation is obtained under two hypotheses:sid that in the
large-N limit the off-diagonal matrix elements corresponding
to two neighbors of the particle that is being removed can be
neglected after removal;sii d that three-point and higher cor-

relations can be ignored, i.e., the off-diagonal matrix ele-
ments Mim,jnfxcg are treated as independent random vari-
ables, PfM g=Pi, jpsM i jd sdiagonal elements are fixed by
translational invarianced. The PDF of the single matrix ele-
ment is then

psM i jd = S1 −
g

N
DdsM i jd +

r

N
E

0

rc

drgs2dsrdd„M i j + v9srWd…,

s2d

where gs2dsrd is the radial distribution function and
g;4pre0

rcdr8r82gs2dsr8d is the average number of particles
whose distance from particlei is less than the cutoffrc sin
our caseg<32; thus the probability of finding disconnected
clusters is negligible23d. Under these hypotheses the follow-
ing equation holds24 for the resolvent of the infinite system
snote that the inverse-matrix symbols refer to the 333 ma-
trices and that theR j j

−1 are independently chosen from the
PfR j j uzg distributiond:

PfRii uzg =E dPfM gdPfR j j uzgdFRii − Sz+ o
jÞi

M i,j

− o
jÞi

M i jsR j j
−1 + M i jd−1M jiD−1G . s3d

Equations3d becomes exact in the infinite-dimensional ran-
dom graph case23 where each particle is the root of a Cayley
tree whose fluctuating connectivity is distributed with a Pois-
son law of mean valueg.

We consider the INM of a monoatomic system with po-
tential sin natural unitsd vsrd=s1/rd12 ssee Grigeraet al. in
Ref. 22 for detailsd and r=1. We obtained the pair correla-
tion function by means of a Monte Carlo simulation of an
N=2048 system, for temperaturesT between 0.683 and 123,
in the liquid phasescrystallization happens atTc<0.592d.
Oncegs2dsr8d is known, one needs to solve Eq.s3d. We have
done this numerically using a population dynamics algo-
rithm. Starting from a population ofN elements with
Riisz; t=0d= I /z, we iterate the scheme

FIG. 1. Top. Left panel: DOS of a soft-sphere system at
T=7.72 from Eq.s3d with «=1.0 sN=20 000d and from numerical
diagonalization of the Hessians100 configurationsd. Right panel:
distribution of the diagonal terms of the Hessian, from Eq.s2d and
from liquid simulations at T=7.72. Bottom. The same for
T=0.683. In addition, we show the spectrum of the corresponding
scrambled matrix. The clear difference in the distribution of the
matrix elements is responsible for the deviations observed in the
DOS at the lower temperature.

FIG. 2. Evolution of the medianstopd and geometrical average
sbottomd of the population of imaginary parts of the resolventssee
textd for l=−140, −150, −160, and −200. Data forN=106.
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Riisz;t + 1d = F„R j jsz;td,M i j…, s4d

FsR j j ,M i jd ; FzI + o
j

M i j − o
jÞi

M i jsR j j
−1 + M i jd−1M jiG−1

.

s5d

To form the sums in Eq.s5d, we divide the space around
particle i up to the cutoff distance, into spherical shells of
width Dr =rc/4096. The probability of having a particle in
the shell is 4prer

r+Drdr8r82gs2dsr8d. Both the identityj of the
particle interacting withi and the direction of the vector
rW; rWi −rW j are chosen randomly with uniform probability. One
step consists in the sequential update of the full population.
After 100 steps the first moments of the probability distribu-
tion are constant, apart from fluctuations due to the finite
value of N. To decrease them, we usedstypicallyd 300
more time steps. The population averages of ImRim,im and
sIm Rim,imd2 are calculated, then time averaged. From
them we compute the density of statessDOSd,
gsld=−kIm Rim,iml /p, andkIm Rim,im

2 l.
We have computed the DOS both from Eq.s3d and by

numerical diagonalization of the Hessian. As Fig. 1sleftd
shows, agreement is good at high temperature, where three-
body correlations are less important. The mild disagreement
at T=0.683 is due to neglected high-order correlations. In-
deed, the outcome of Eq.s3d is identical to the DOS of the

scrambled HessianM̃ sFig. 1, lower leftd, which is built by
picking its off-diagonal elements randomly and without rep-
etition from the off-diagonal elements of the true Hessian,
and then imposing symmetry and translational invariance.
This destroys three-body and higher correlations. Neglected
correlations are responsible for the low-temperature discrep-
ancies between Eq.s3d and numerical digonalization. Indeed,
compare the PDF of the diagonal term of the Hessian matrix
as computed from Eq.s2d and from the actual liquid configu-
rations sFig. 1, rightd. Since this PDF coincides with the
DOS at leading order in perturbation theorysthe diagonal
term is much larger than the typical off-diagonal termd, we

understand why atT=0.683 Eq.s3d overestimates the weight
of the imaginary frequencies.

The main result of our work is the introduction of a way
to determine the localization threshold which generalizes the
method of Abou-Chacraet al.3 to the case of topologically
disordered systemssi.e., those described by ERMsd. Since in
the localized region and in the«→0 limit, Im Rii =0 except
for a vanishing fraction of particles, a population of purely
real resolvents must be stable under Eq.s5d. The idea3 is to
start with an equilibrated population of real resolventssset-
ting z=ld, add a small imaginary part, and evolve the popu-
lation to see whether the imaginary parts growsextended
phased or disappearslocalized phased.

We have analyzed in this way the negative mobility edge
at T=0.683. We added the imaginary part to a population of
equilibrated real resolvents, and let it evolve with the linear-
ized swith respect to the imaginary partd form of Eq.s5d. We
evolved the real part with Eq.s5d as if the population were
real. Since the PDF of ImR j j

std is extremely broad, one must
choose carefully the quantity to examine. In Ref. 3 it was
proposed to consider the quotientSt of the geometric mean
of the imaginary parts at timest andt−1. St was assumed to
be t independent, and it was expected to be equal to 1 at the
mobility edge. Unfortunately, due to the presence of poles at
zero imaginary part in the recursion equation, the average of
the imaginary parts at timet is divergent. If we ignore this
divergence we findsFig. 2d that this quantity has extremely
large fluctuations that do not vanish for largeN, and is use-
less to determine the threshold. Fortunately, themedian It of
the PDF of ImRii

std does not have these drawbacks and is
much more reliable. However, obtaining asymptotic esti-
mates forI t requires values ofN that grow fast witht. For
t,15 we have found no differences betweenN=106 and
N=83106. One would expect that lnI t,at, with a less than
sgreater thand zero in the localizedsextendedd phase, and this
is indeed what we find at larget sFig. 2d. For
N=106 we utilized ten samples, estimating the errors via the
jackknife method. A linear fit of lnI t, for 1ø tø15 gives
valuesa that locate the mobility edge atl=−152s5d sFig. 3d.

FIG. 3. Values of the slope from a linear fit ofkln I tl for
t.10. The mobility edge is estimated atl=−152s5d. Inset:N de-
pendence of the slope.

FIG. 4. lsl ;«d vs « near the lower mobility edge atT=0.683 for
sfrom top to bottomd l=−140, −130, −120, −110, and −100. In-
set: Scaling plotlsl ;«d vs « /«csld for lù−130.
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A similar analysis gives, as the upper limit of the extended
region,l=1611s80d.

We also considered a way to locate the threshold through
the behavior of the variance of ImR. Consider lsl ;«d
;«kIm R2l / kIm Rl2. From the remarks above it follows that
in the localized region and for small« , lsl ;«d tends to a
constant, while in the extended region the variance is finite
and lsl ;«d is Os«d. Unfortunately this approach has a
major limitation: for the higher values ofl, the extended,
Os«d regime is reached, but as the threshold is approached
the regime sets in for lower and lower values of«, making
the threshold very difficult to estimate. To overcome this
problem we have tried the phenomenological scaling
lsl ,«d=«c

af(« /«csld), with a=0, fsxd,x for x,0, and
«csld→0 for l→lth sFig. 4d. The «csld sthat we obtained
only in the rangelù−130d can be fitted to a power law
csl−ldg, with g=21 andlth=−171.6. The fit is not reliable,
since it does not reach close enough to the critical point.25

This huge exponent is perhaps an indication of an essential
singularity at the mobility edgescf. the results of Ref. 5d
or of a wrong choice ofa swhich cannot be determined
reliablyd.

In summary, we have studied Anderson localization in
Euclidean random matrices. Disregarding three-particle and
higher correlationssexact for an infinite-dimensional sys-
temd, an equation was found for the PDF of the diagonal
element of the resolvent matrix, which was solved numeri-
cally with a population dynamics algorithm. This approxima-
tion works well at high temperature, but significantly over-
estimates the weight of negative modes close to
crystallization. The mobility edge can be located by studying
the stability of a population of real resolvents, something we
have done numerically, obtaining reliable values for the
threshold in topologically disordered systems.
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